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Hi, students!
How 2020 has affected my

creative process?



it was a dangerousvirus was carried to it from 2019,
becoming a gbal pandemic and affecting each one of us.
Covid- 19, when on its peak in our country, caused so many
drastic changes in our lives, from the tinniest bit in our daily
lives routine to the big days and events as well, the corona
virus made us change a lot in so many ways.  So of these
changes were good for us, but on the contrary some caused
difficulties for us too. For instance, our hygienic policy and
cleanliness habits in daily lives improved a lot, which will now
be always good for us in a way that we will stay healthy, by
avoiding pollution by wearing mask and by washing our
hands after touching some unnecessary places.

2020 was not just a normal year



Life before & After lockdown!
Due to covid-19, we were also able to acknowledge our real self and inner talents
by trying so many new things which were previously undiscovered, so found their
passions in form of singing, and some got to know their skills and doing make-up.
So many people also found peace, who previously were constantly stressed out of
their daily life work routine, they finally got time to relax. Teachers and students
both got time to relax and spend time with their families by taking online classes
from home.

On the other hand, if we talk about the changes which Covid-19 caused which
didn’t work in a very positive way for us, it has long list too. Starting off with the
concept of working from home, having its pros, this concept, being introduced for
the very first time formally, also had so many cons as well. There were so many
issues related to it, for instance being a student, it was very hard for me to sit
before the camera and attend lectures. 



Online classes  Stress!
Concentration on the teachers’ words very hard with mind
being occupied with so many other things, like connection
issue, sitting in my room, in a very casual environment, it was
really hard to understand teacher’s lectures and likewise, it was
hard for them to understand us too. Sometimes even
attendance named, when called out, were not being able to
deliver properly to the T.A. and therefore we were being
marked absent. It was really difficult to communicate our
queries and make them understand about question regarding
the lecture.

I



Early Lockdown Days
In early lockdown days, there was not even a proper way to
interact with the teachers. We used to attend live streams on
Facebook and group chats on Whatsapp. It was also hard for
the teachers as well to organize all students in the groups
and interact with them on whatsapp using groups. Google
classrooms were technologically very unfriendly and hard to
use, many students used to face so many problems with it.
Finally, when zoom came, there was a bit of relief as it was
specially designed app for working from with very user-
friendly interface and easy adaptability. 



 Work from home 
Being a fashion student, it was even harder for me to
work from home as most of our work is practical, we
have to use so many materials and things to complete
and use in our assignments which were easily available
at university, like mannequins, it was not possible for
me to work on a mannequin at home, I could not use a
human body for draping and pattern making.
Moreover, all the stitching which we used to do on
machines at studio, now had to be done by hand in our
homes, which was also very tough and time
consuming. 



Issues in working 
The lockdown period affected my creativity level too in a 
 way when I used to go to university before lockdown, I used
to take pictures of the work of other students being
displayed at courtyard and also used to visit different
departments for ideas and inspiration. It used to help me a
lot in developing interest for my subjects and projects and
also to adapt and work on great ideas. But on the other
side, when I had to sit at home, there only was google to
look for an inspiration which was never used to work for me
in a productive way.



Enhanced Creativity
Sitting in home, also helped me in developingand enhancing
my creative skills in way, like once I had to make surfaces foran
assignment for which II required some materials in form of
unique papers. It was not possible for me to go out because of
the lockdown, therefore I made them on my own using my
creative abilities, like I made fruits peels, vegetable peels and
corn flakes. Apart from this, once I used waste little pieces of
clothes tomake a one large pattern for clothes to use it for my
project. For dying purpose, I used a classical approach, used
coffee beans, food colors and tea-bags to dye clothes. Then I
used wasted plastic bags by melting them and giving them a
solid form to be used to create 3-D forms, worked a molding
clay for me



Lesson of 2020!!
Now I realized, that I can use and recycle anything to be used
as art matter, I do not have to be dependent on going to
market to buy material. My perception regarding things and
objects changed, now I look everything with an eye to recycle,
like tissue boxes and rolls. I never waste anything now so
maybe I could use it as an art material later. My creativity sight
has been enhanced beautifully and I have started thinking out
of the box due to the lockdown. This a major change I feel in
me I encountered by staying at home for seven months.



Thank You!


